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The CSI framework provides comprehensive static instrumentation that a compiler can insert into a programunder-test so that dynamic-analysis tools — memory checkers, race detectors, cache simulators, performance
profilers, code-coverage analyzers, etc. — can observe and investigate runtime behavior. Heretofore, tools based
on compiler instrumentation would each separately modify the compiler to insert their own instrumentation.
In contrast, CSI inserts a standard collection of instrumentation hooks into the program-under-test. Each
CSI-tool is implemented as a library that defines relevant hooks, and the remaining hooks are “nulled” out
and elided during either compile-time or link-time optimization, resulting in instrumented runtimes on par
with custom instrumentation. CSI allows many compiler-based tools to be written as simple libraries without
modifying the compiler, lowering the bar for the development of dynamic-analysis tools.
We have defined a standard API for CSI and modified LLVM to insert CSI hooks into the compiler’s internal
representation (IR) of the program. The API organizes IR objects — such as functions, basic blocks, and memory
accesses — into flat and compact ID spaces, which not only simplifies the building of tools, but surprisingly
enables faster maintenance of IR-object data than do traditional hash tables. CSI hooks contain a “property”
parameter that allows tools to customize behavior based on static information without introducing overhead.
CSI provides “forensic” tables that tools can use to associate IR objects with source-code locations and to
relate IR objects to each other.
To evaluate the efficacy of CSI, we implemented six demonstration CSI-tools. One of our studies shows
that compiling with CSI and linking with the “null” CSI-tool produces a tool-instrumented executable that
is as fast as the original uninstrumented code. Another study, using a CSI port of Google’s ThreadSanitizer,
shows that the CSI-tool rivals the performance of Google’s custom compiler-based implementation. All other
demonstration CSI tools slow down the execution of the program-under-test by less than 70%.
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1.

Introduction

Key to understanding and improving the behavior of any system is visibility — the ability to
know what is going on inside the system. For application and system software, compiler-inserted
program instrumentation (or simply compiler instrumentation) — where the compiler inserts
special code into the program-under-test to monitor its execution — has emerged as a popular
way for programmers to gain visibility into how their programs are operating.1 Programmers
today can avail themselves of a variety of instrumentation-based dynamic-analysis tools, such as
race detectors [17, 18, 20, 46, 47, 52, 55], memory checkers [3, 29, 54], cache simulators [16, 64, 72],
call-graph generators [28, 32], code-coverage analyzers [67, 70], and performance and scalability
profilers [30, 53, 71]. These tools generally operate as shadow computations — executing behind
the scenes while the program-under-test runs.
Compiler instrumentation allows the tool writer to take advantage of the compiler’s low-level
representation of the code and the compiler’s analyses to make the instrumentation precise and
“surgical,” that is, to instrument only the subset of events the tool cares about. For instance, a
race detector can avoid instrumenting accesses to certain stack variables if the compiler analysis
can prove that those stack variables never escape the function scope and thus are thread-local.
Furthermore, the tool writer can take advantage of the compiler’s optimizations to optimize the
instrumented program. As a result, tool writers have used compiler instrumentation to write
dynamic-analysis tools that produce precise results with low overhead. Google’s AddressSanitizer
[54], for example, detects memory bugs at the point of occurrence while exhibiting less than 73%
average slowdown.
A major disadvantage of compiler instrumentation, however, is that developing a new tool
requires the compiler to be modified, creating impediments for both tool writers and tool users.
For tool writers, modifying the compiler requires compiler expertise, a skill that many potential
tool writers do not have. Even though they may be capable of designing and implementing the
tool itself, mastering the large and complex codebase of a mainstream compiler today is daunting.
Some mainstream compilers do allow changes to be incorporated as a plugin [24, 43, 66], but the
tool writer still requires significant expertise in the compiler’s codebase to develop such a plugin.
Moreover, whether implemented directly or via a plugin, the tool writer’s compiler modifications
also incur an ongoing maintenance problem. Whenever the compiler codebase undergoes a change
that interferes with the tool writer’s instrumentation, she must bear the responsibility of updating
her modifications. Finally, if the tool writer wishes her tool to be available for several compilers, it
is up to her to make the modifications in each compiler she wishes to support.
Some of these impediments can be mitigated by upstreaming the compiler changes into the main
branch of the compiler codebase. But that process is itself onerous and may require substantially
more work than was required to develop the tool itself. Regardless, it hinders the rapid prototyping
and testing of new and innovative tools.
For tool users, using a dynamic-analysis tool typically involves using a custom version of
the compiler that inserts the necessary program instrumentation. The tool user must download
the custom compiler and either trust the tool writer’s modifications for creating the production
executable for the program-under-test or use his original compiler. The problem of multiple
1 Other

strategies include binary instrumentation [6, 15, 37, 44, 48, 51, 58, 59] and asynchronous sampling [10, 28, 50].
Section 6 compares binary and compiler instrumentation.
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compilers exacerbates itself if the tool user is employing several tools, each of which needs its own
custom compiler. Unfortunately, it is also common that the custom compiler is out of date with
respect to the latest compiler release. Who wants to risk relying on a tool that holds you back from
using the latest software technology? Finally, a given tool is typically only available for a particular
mainstream compiler, unless the tool writer has exerted the sizable effort to upstream the tool to
multiple compiler codebases.
The CSI framework
CSI aims to simplify many aspects of writing and using tools that employ compiler instrumentation
by providing comprehensive static instrumentation and removing the need for tool writers to
interact directly with the compiler codebase. Specifically, CSI provides a simple application program
interface (API) consisting of functions, called hooks, which are automatically inserted throughout
the compiled code of the program-under-test. The CSI API exposes generic instrumentation points
throughout the program-under-test, thereby hiding the complexity of the compiler’s codebase from
tool writers and making the CSI approach largely compiler independent.
Tool writers insert their own instrumentation into the program-under-test by writing a library
that defines the semantics of relevant hooks, with unimplemented hooks defaulting to null behavior.
A tool user uses the CSI framework to link the compiled CSI-tool with the program-under-test to
produce a tool-instrumented executable (TIX). When the TIX executes, the program-under-test
runs normally, except that whenever a hook is invoked, the tool performs its shadow computation.
In order to support a wide variety of tools, CSI inserts hooks to instrument many events that a tool
might care about, for instance, before and after a memory access, function entry and function exit,
beginning and end of a basic block, etc.
At first glance, this brute-force method of inserting hooks at every salient location in the
program-under-test seems replete with overheads. For example, the CSI instrumentation of a
memory operation involves calls to two hooks, one before the operation and one after. If a tool does
not use these hooks, the cost of the function calls might contribute significantly and unnecessarily to
runtime overhead. This paper demonstrates, however, that the overheads of generic instrumentation
can be mitigated, allowing tools to be produced as libraries whose efficiency rivals that of tools
produced with custom instrumentation.
CSI overcomes overheads through the use of modern compiler technology. In this paper, we
shall primarily describe how CSI works using link-time optimization (LTO) [60], which is now
readily available in most major compilers, including GCC [21] and LLVM [34, 42]. Conceptually,
LTO allows compiler optimizations to run when the program’s compiled units are statically linked
together, thereby allowing the compiler to perform optimizations between these separate units.
Section 5 describes how LTO enables a simple design for CSI and produces a TIX that is as efficient
as a compile-time-optimized executable. In fact, in Section 4, we demonstrate that CSI’s strategy
for generic instrumentation incurs essentially zero overhead. We also demonstrate that Google’s
ThreadSanitizer, when implemented as a CSI-tool, gets similar performance compared to the original
ThreadSanitizer, which uses custom compiler instrumentation.
CSI can also overcome overheads of its brute-force approach to instrumentation using ordinary
compile-time optimization (CTO), instead of LTO. Although we have not implemented a complete
CSI system that uses CTO, we have tested components of its design. As Section 5 describes, the
design of CSI using CTO is more complicated than that using LTO, but it should provide the same
capability for compiler optimizations to optimize CSI instrumentation. By using CTO, CSI need not
rely on LTO for performance, allowing CSI-tools to be used on programs where compilation using
LTO might be problematic [34].
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The CSI framework simplifies the tasks of writing and using dynamic-analysis tools based
on compiler instrumentation. With the CSI framework, tool writers can quickly and effectively
implement such dynamic-analysis tools without having to modify the compiler themselves. As the
compiler software evolves, the tool writer need not worry about accommodating changes to the
compiler’s internals, as long as the compiler continues to support CSI’s API. Tool users, meanwhile,
can instrument their program with any tool built using CSI’s API, and they are free to use any
compiler that supports CSI instrumentation. In a sense, the CSI framework supports a form of
aspect-oriented programming [35] specialized for dynamic program analysis.
CSI also simplifies the code-maintenance task that compiler writers take on to support dynamicanalysis tools. Although tool writers that use CSI need not worry about maintaining their tools as
the compiler’s codebase evolves, compiler developers must maintain support for the CSI API in
the compiler. But without CSI, compiler developers must take on an additional code-maintenance
task for each dynamic-analysis tool that is upstreamed to the compiler codebase. Because CSI
provides a single framework that supports a wide variety of tools, compiler developers can support
all CSI tools by simply maintaining support for the CSI API, not the collection of codebases for the
individual tools.
Design of the CSI API
CSI targets the intermediate representation (IR) of a mainstream compiler, such as GCC [61] or
LLVM [38]. CSI instruments several categories of IR objects — memory operations, basic blocks,
functions, etc. — that are commonly represented in a mainstream compiler’s IR. These objects are
generally familiar to programmers with introductory knowledge of compilers, which makes it easy
for tool writers to understand them. By targeting common categories of IR objects, CSI provides a
generic API that is largely platform independent from the point of view of tool writers and tool
users.2
The design of the CSI API is centered around two main considerations: (1) to allow for simple
library-based implementations of a wide-variety of dynamic-analysis tools, and (2) to enable tools
to run fast by exploiting standard compiler optimizations and analyses for precision and efficiency.
To these ends, the CSI API provides four key features.
Flat CSI ID spaces. To each IR object, CSI assigns a CSI ID, an integer identifier for the IR
object that is unique within its category. At runtime, these ID’s are passed to hooks to identify
the particular IR object or objects being instrumented. CSI assigns these ID’s in such a way as to
maintain a flat and compact ID space for each IR-object category, even parts of the program-undertest are loaded at runtime as dynamic libraries. As described in Section 2, these flat and compact
ID’s greatly simplify tool design by allowing a tool to use simple arrays, rather than hash tables, to
store information for each IR object. Such arrays are simpler to maintain than hash tables, especially
in multithreaded programs, and often perform more efficiently than hash tables, as discussed in
Section 4.
Hooks. CSI defines two kinds of hooks: initialization hooks and IR-object hooks. The initialization
hooks allow tools to perform actions immediately before main is invoked and when a translation
unit is loaded. The IR-object hooks allow tools to perform actions before and/or after an IR object is
executed at runtime. The compiler automatically elides any hooks left undefined by the tool writer.
Properties. For each IR object, CSI computes a property, which is a compile-time constant that
encodes the results of standard compiler analyses. The property for a memory operation, for example,
might specify that the location is guaranteed to be on the stack or have a particular alignment.
2 One

place where the CSI API perhaps departs from full compiler agnosticism is that LLVM’s and GCC’s basic-block
semantics differ from the traditional notion [1, p. 525] by allowing embedded function calls.
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The CSI framework uses properties to optimize the inserted instrumentation. In particular, if a
CSI-tool branches based on the value of a property, CSI can constant-fold the test and optimize the
instrumentation accordingly.
Forensic tables. In addition to hooks for IR objects, the CSI API defines forensic tables which
store static information created by the compiler. A CSI-tool can access these tables at runtime
through abstract accessor functions. The forensic tables principally provide two kinds of functionality: (1) associating IR objects with locations in the source code; and (2) relating IR objects to each
other, such as relating a basic block to the function that encloses it.
Although the CSI API is elaborate enough to support a variety of dynamic-analysis tools, an
expert tool writer might want to employ a nonstandard compiler analysis that is specific to her tool.
For tool writers with expertise in developing custom compiler analyses, the CSI framework provides
a standard interface for compiler-inserted program instrumentation. CSI’s hooks and ID’s serve as
generic and efficient mechanisms for managing tool initialization and identifying instrumented
IR objects. Meanwhile properties and forensic tables provide flexible mechanisms to convey the
results of compiler analysis. An expert tool writer can build a hybrid tool based on the CSI API
that incorporates her own custom compiler analysis. By building off of the CSI API, a hybrid tool
can employ the features of CSI that simplify the task of writing efficient dynamic-analysis tools
without “reinventing the wheel.”
Contributions
This paper makes the following contributions:
• The CSI API, which defines compiler-inserted instrumentation hooks to allow dynamic-analysis
tools to be built as simple libraries.
• CSI:LLVM, an implementation of CSI within the LLVM compiler, which modifies version 3.9
of LLVM and Clang to insert CSI instrumentation into programs-under-test and uses LTO to
optimize tool-instrumented executables.
• Six demonstration CSI-tools that explore CSI’s utility, ease of programming, and performance.
The tools include the null tool, a code-coverage tool, a memory-operations counter, a lightweight
performance profiler, a dynamic call-graph generator, and a port of Google’s ThreadSanitizer [55].
• Experiments showing that programs-under-test instrumented with a CSI-tool can run fast,
incurring minimal slow down compared to an uninstrumented version of that program. In
particular, all of the demonstration CSI tools other than the port of ThreadSanitizer to CSI incur
less than 70% slowdown.
• Experiments showing that programs-under-test instrumented with a CSI-tool can run as fast, or
nearly as fast, as comparable custom-instrumented compiler-based tools.
Outline
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief tutorial on CSI
that highlights CSI’s key features. Section 3 presents an overview of the CSI API at the time of
publication. Section 4 presents our empirical evaluation of the CSI approach. Section 5 overviews
the implementation of CSI:LLVM. Section 6 reviews related work. Section 7 offers some concluding
remarks.
2.

A brief tutorial on CSI

This section illustrates the four key features of CSI by example. Three of the features — flat CSI
ID spaces, hooks, and forensic tables — are embodied in the code for CSI-cov, a code-coverage tool.
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static long *block_executed = NULL;
static csi_id_t num_basic_blocks = 0;

03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

void report() {
csi_id_t num_basic_blocks_executed = 0;
fprintf(stderr, "CSI-cov report:\n");
for (csi_id_t i = 0; i < num_basic_blocks; i++) {
if (block_executed[i] > 0)
num_basic_blocks_executed++;
const source_loc_t *source_loc = __csi_get_bb_source_loc(i);
if (NULL != source_loc)
fprintf(stderr, "%s:%d-%d executed %d times\n",
source_loc->filename, source_loc->start_line,
source_loc->end_line, block_executed[i]);
}
fprintf(stderr, "Total: %ld of %ld basic blocks executed\n",
num_basic_blocks_executed, num_basic_blocks);
free(block_executed);
}

20
21
22
23

void __csi_init() {
atexit(report);
}

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

void __csi_unit_init(const char * const name,
const instrumentation_counts_t counts) {
block_executed = (long *)realloc(block_executed,
(num_basic_blocks + counts.num_bb)
* sizeof(long));
memset(block_executed + num_basic_blocks, 0, counts.num_bb * sizeof(long));
num_basic_blocks += counts.num_bb;
}

33
34
35
36

void __csi_bb_entry(const csi_id_t bb_id, const bb_prop_t prop) {
block_executed[bb_id]++;
}

Fig. 1. A serial version of the CSI-cov code-coverage tool, which reports the number of times every basic
block in a TIX is executed.

The final key feature — properties — is illustrated by a snippet of a race-detection tool. The CSI
API is overviewed in more detail in Section 3.
CSI-cov is a simple tool that reports code-coverage information for an execution of the TIX of a
program-under-test. As the TIX executes, CSI-cov records when each basic block runs. When the
TIX terminates, CSI-cov reports how many times each block was executed, including its location in
the source code.
The code for CSI-cov, shown in Figure 1 in its entirety, is both short and simple.3 In just 36 lines,
the CSI framework implements this useful compiler-based tool as a simple C library. Without the
CSI framework, a code-coverage tool based compiler instrumentation would require considerably
more development effort, as well as an understanding of the internals of the compiler.
3 This

code as written assumes that the program-under-test executes serially. Additional care must be taken for allocating,
initializing, and accessing block_executed in order for CSI-cov to handle a multithreaded program-under-test. Threadsafety is an issue that tool writers must address explicitly.
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Let us walk through this code. CSI-cov maintains a table block_executed, defined in line 1,
in which each basic block in the TIX has a unique slot indexed by the basic block’s CSI ID. The
number of basic blocks is stored in the variable num_basic_blocks, defined in line 2.
The CSI runtime system invokes the initialization hook __csi_init before main of the programunder-test is called. This hook, defined in lines 21–23, registers the function report to run when
the program-under-test terminates. The report function, defined in lines 4–19, prints out a report
when the program-under-test terminates. For each basic block, report retrieves its source location
from CSI’s forensic tables using the accessor function __csi_get_bb_source_loc in line 10. It
prints the file name, the range of source lines, and the number of times the basic block has been
executed in lines 12–14. Finally, report prints the total number of basic blocks executed and the
total number of basic blocks in the program in lines 16–17.
The CSI runtime system calls the hook __csi_unit_init whenever a new translation unit
— a separate unit of compilation, such as a separate source file — is loaded, either statically or
dynamically. The hook is called with the name of the translation unit and a structure that provides
the number of IR objects in each IR-object category that the translation unit contains. CSI-cov
defines this hook in lines 25–32 to reallocate the array block_executed to incorporate the new
basic blocks in lines 27–29, after which it updates the number num_basic_blocks of basic blocks
in line 31.
The hook __csi_bb_entry, defined in lines 34–36, is called every time a basic block is executed.
The hook has two arguments: the CSI ID of the basic block and a “property,” which CSI-cov ignores.
At runtime, CSI-cov indexes block_executed and increments the counter for that basic block.
The CSI-cov example illustrates three of the key features of CSI: flat and compact CSI ID spaces,
hooks, and forensic tables. Because of the flat and compact CSI ID space for basic blocks, not only
can CSI-cov instrument each executed block using a simple array instead of a hash table, it can
easily identify which basic blocks were not executed. CSI-cov employs only one IR-object hook,
namely __csi_bb_entry. The other IR-object hooks need not be specified and are automatically
elided, leaving the code uncluttered. The forensic tables allow the source locations of the basic
blocks to be easily determined.4
The one key feature that the CSI-cov example does not illustrate is the use of properties. Every
IR-object hook contains a property parameter that encodes bits of static information that can be
used to optimize instrumentation. A distinct bit-field struct type is defined for every IR-object
category. Since properties are compile-time constants, the compiler can fold and propagate these
constants [1, p. 536] to elide unnecessary runtime instrumentation.
As an example, imagine that a tool writer builds a race detector capable of detecting races
on shared variables. If she were using conventional compiler instrumentation, she could avoid
instrumenting locations that could not possibly be involved in a race, such as a variable declared
const or a variable on the stack whose address does not escape the frame. In CSI, the property
argument to an IR-object hook can give her access to similar specific compile-time information
concerning the memory operation being instrumented.
Figure 2 shows a snippet of the code that the writer of a race-detection tool might produce. In
defining the hook __csi_before_load, the code safely skips the instrumentation of a load if it
satisfies certain criteria: it accesses a const value (line 39), it accesses a memory location whose
address is not captured and is thus guaranteed not to be shared (line 40), or it reads a memory
4 Although it may seem that the forensic tables are redundant with the existing DWARF tables [19], CSI does not use DWARF

for two reasons. First, obtaining the memory location associated with a line of instrumentation turns out to be problematic
and is not implemented for most LLVM back ends. Second, it seemed ill-advised from a software-architecture point of view
for a communication path between the architecture-independent front end and IR to go through the architecture-dependent
back end.
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void __csi_before_load(const csi_id_t load_id, const void *addr,
const int32_t num_bytes, const load_prop_t prop) {
if (prop.is_const ||
prop.is_not_shared ||
prop.is_read_before_write_in_bb)
return;
check_race_on_load(addr, num_bytes);
}

Fig. 2. An example memory-load hook for a race detector that uses properties to avoid unnecessary instrumentation.

address that is written to within the same basic block without any intervening function calls
(line 41). Because these conditions are known at compile time, the CSI framework can evaluate the
condition when it inserts this load hook before each memory load. As a result, the CSI framework
will preclude the compiler from inserting runtime calls to __csi_before_load before loads that
satisfy these conditions.
3.

The CSI API

This section overviews the CSI API at the time of publication. This section provides background
on the IR features of a mainstream compiler, such as GCC [61] or LLVM [38]. This section describes
the six categories of IR objects identified by the CSI API and details each of the four key features of
the CSI API: CSI ID spaces, hooks, properties, and forensic tables. This section concludes with a
discussion of future anticipated extensions of the API.
Background on compiler intermediate representations
CSI identifies IR objects that correspond to common features found in the intermediate representation (IR) of a mainstream compiler. Mainstream compilers, including GCC and LLVM, represent
a program internally using a language called an IR. Although different compilers use different
IR’s, the IR’s used by different mainstream compilers largely resemble an assembly language and
share many common features with each other [23, 41]. In the IR of a mainstream compiler, a
program is organized as a collection of functions and data. Each program function consists of a
set of instructions, each of which performs a single primitive operation, such as basic arithmetic
between two operands, a load of a value from memory, a store of a value into memory, a conditional
or unconditional branch instruction, or a function call or return. The IR instructions in a function
are organized into a control-flow graph (CFG) G = (V , E, v 0 ), where
• the set of vertices V represents the function’s basic blocks: sequences of instructions where
control flow can only enter through the first instruction and leave from the last instruction;
• the set of edges E model control flow between basic blocks; and
• the designated vertex v 0 ∈ V represents the entry point of the function.
CSI ID’s
CSI identifies several categories of IR objects: function entry points, function exits, basic blocks,
memory loads, memory stores, and call sites, the IR instructions that invoke functions. Each
IR object is assigned a unique number, called a CSI ID, within its category. The CSI ID’s are
consecutively numbered from 0 up to 1 less than the number of IR objects in the category. A CSI ID
has type csi_id_t.
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typedef int64_t csi_id_t;
// Value representing unknown CSI ID
#define UNKNOWN_CSI_ID ((csi_id_t) -1)

48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

typedef struct {
csi_id_t num_func;
csi_id_t num_func_exit;
csi_id_t num_callsite;
csi_id_t num_bb;
csi_id_t num_load;
csi_id_t num_store;
} instrumentation_counts_t;

57
58
59
60
61

// Hooks to be defined by tool writer
void __csi_init();
void __csi_unit_init(const char * const file_name,
const instrumentation_counts_t counts);

Fig. 3. CSI hooks for initialization.

Initialization hooks
CSI provides two initialization hooks, shown in Figure 3. The global initialization hook __csi_init
executes exactly once immediately before the program-under-test invokes the main function and
before it initializes global variables. The unit-initialization hook __csi_unit_init is executed
once whenever a translation unit is loaded into the TIX, whether statically or dynamically.
Tool writers must code their definition for the __csi_init hook with caution. Because the
ordering of global constructors is undefined, tool writers cannot assume that static data is initialized.
As is consistent with good coding style (see, for example, the section on “Static and Global Variables”
in the Google style guide [27]), tool writers should ensure that objects with static storage duration
(global variables, static variables, static class member variables, and function static variables) be
“plain old data”: only int’s, char’s, float’s, pointers, or arrays of plain old data. The tool writer
should allocate (and initialize) any global constructable objects used by a shadow computation
dynamically with malloc in __csi_init and then access them via a global static pointer.
The __csi_unit_init hook has two parameters. The file_name parameter is the name of
the source file corresponding to the translation unit. The counts parameter is a struct that contains the number of each instrumentation category in the unit. The counts parameter allows
a tool to prepare its data structures ahead of time (for example, an array with an element for
each basic block). The __csi_unit_init hook is invoked once for every unit that contributes
to the TIX. When multiple units contribute to the TIX, the tool writer must not assume that the
invocations of __csi_unit_init are called in any particular order, except that if they are statically
linked, they all occur after __csi_init and before main. For a dynamic library compiled with CSI,
__csi_unit_init is invoked once per translation unit that contributes to the dynamic library at
the time the library loads.
IR-object hooks
CSI provides hooks for the each of the six categories of IR objects it identifies. To provide flexibility
to tool writers, CSI generally inserts a hook both just before and just after each IR object. This
flexibility allows, for example, a memory location’s value to be queried before a store, after a store,
or both.
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void __csi_func_entry(const csi_id_t func_id,
const func_prop_t prop);
void __csi_func_exit(const csi_id_t func_exit_id,
const csi_id_t func_id,
const func_exit_prop_t prop);

67
68
69
70
71
72
73

void __csi_before_call(const csi_id_t callsite_id,
const csi_id_t func_id,
const call_prop_t prop);
void __csi_after_call(const csi_id_t callsite_id,
const csi_id_t func_id,
const call_prop_t prop);

Fig. 4. CSI hooks for functions.

Figure 4 lists the four API hooks for function entries, function exits, and call sites. The first two
hooks instrument functions themselves, and the second two hooks instrument call sites.
Functions are instrumented on entry and exit. The hook __csi_func_entry is invoked at the beginning of every instrumented function instance after the function has been entered and initialized
but before any user code has run — in LLVM terminology, at the first insertion point of the entry
block of the function. The func_id parameter identifies the function being entered or exited. Correspondingly, the hook __csi_func_exit is invoked just before the function returns (normally).5
Its parameters include both a function ID func_id and a function-exit ID func_exit_id, which
allows tool writers to distinguish the potentially multiple exit points from a function.
The __csi_before_call and __csi_after_call hooks instrument call sites. The callsite_id
parameter identifies the call site, and the func_id parameter identifies the callee — the function
being called. It is not possible at compile time to identify with certainty the callee of a call site if
the callee is called indirectly via a function pointer or if the callee is not instrumented by CSI. In
these cases, the func_id argument is set to UNKNOWN_CSI_ID, a macro defined by the CSI library,
as shown in Figure 3.
Even though it may appear that the call-site hooks are redundant to the function-entry and
function-exit hooks, they serve different purposes, since a call site may be instrumented when its
callee is not and vice versa. Moreover, a tool writer should be aware that anomalies can occur when
intermingling instrumented and uninstrumented code. For example, if an instrumented function F
calls an uninstrumented function G, which then calls another instrumented function H, the call-site
hook is invoked when G is called (with the func_id argument taking the value of UNKNOWN_CSI_ID),
but not when H is called. Similarly, the function-entry hook is invoked when entering H but not
when entering G. The tool writer must handle these situations herself if she wishes her tool to
support intermingling of instrumented and uninstrumented code.
Although CSI’s generic hooks for function entry, function exit, and call site are sufficient for
many dynamic-analysis tools, some dynamic-analysis tools, including memory-analysis tools and
multithreaded tools, need the extra capability to modify the execution of an external library function,
such as malloc or pthread_create [25]. These external library functions pose two problems. First,
because they are defined in an external library, the compiler has no access to their source code, and
CSI therefore cannot instrument them. Second, the dynamic-analysis tools in question need to be
able to read or modify the parameters or return value of these external-library functions. Because
this dynamic information depends on the type of the function, CSI’s generic hooks do not provide
direct access to this information.
5 We

have not yet defined the API for exceptions.
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void __csi_bb_entry(const csi_id_t bb_id,
const bb_prop_t prop);
void __csi_bb_exit(const csi_id_t bb_id,
const bb_prop_t prop);

Fig. 5. CSI hooks for basic blocks.
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void __csi_before_load(const csi_id_t load_id,
const void *addr,
const int32_t num_bytes,
const load_prop_t prop);
void __csi_after_load(const csi_id_t load_id,
const void *addr,
const int32_t num_bytes,
const load_prop_t prop);

86
87
88
89
90
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92
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void __csi_before_store(const csi_id_t store_id,
const void *addr,
const int32_t num_bytes,
const store_prop_t prop);
void __csi_after_store(const csi_id_t store_id,
const void *addr,
const int32_t num_bytes,
const store_prop_t prop);

Fig. 6. CSI hooks for loads and stores.

To accommodate these external library functions, the tool writer can employ library interpositioning [8, Chapter 7.13] to define wrappers for these routines. By interposing an external library
function, each call to that function is replaced with a call to its wrapper with the same arguments
as the original call. A tool writer can call the original function from the wrapper and perform
any other computation she deems fit. The tool writer must take care to ensure that the wrapper
preserves the semantics of the original external library function.
Figure 5 shows the two CSI hooks for basic blocks. The hook __csi_bb_entry is called when
control enters a basic block, and __csi_bb_exit is called just before control leaves the basic block.
The bb_id parameter identifies the basic block being entered or exited.
Figure 6 shows the four CSI hooks for memory operations. The hooks __csi_before_load
and __csi_after_load are called before and after memory loads, respectively, and likewise,
__csi_before_store and __csi_after_store are called before and after memory stores. The
argument addr is the location in memory, and num_bytes is the number of bytes loaded or stored.
Properties
CSI exports static information — the results of compiler analysis and other information known
at compile time — to CSI-tools through properties. Properties are compile-time constants, which
allows the compiler to constant-fold and propagate them [1, p. 536] to elide unnecessary runtime
instrumentation.
Every IR-object hook contains a property parameter prop: a bit-field struct that encodes static
information for optimizing instrumentation. CSI defines a distinct bit-field struct type for every
IR-object category: func_prop_t, func_exit_prop_t, call_prop_t, bb_prop_t, load_prop_t,
store_prop_t. As an example, consider the load_prop_t type for loads, which is shown in Figure 7.
The property encodes the alignment of the load (lg_alignment) — an integer k indicating that the
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typedef struct {
unsigned char lg_alignment
unsigned char is_volatile
unsigned char is_not_shared
unsigned char is_on_stack
unsigned char is_const
unsigned char is_vtable_access
unsigned char is_read_before_write_in_bb
uint64_t _unused
} load_prop_t;

: 6;
: 1;
: 1;
: 1;
: 1;
: 1;
: 1;
: 52;

Fig. 7. Definition of the CSI property for loads.

address must have k trailing 0’s — whether the load is volatile (is_volatile), whether the loaded
location is guaranteed not to be shared (is_not_shared), etc.
Although properties typically export the results of standard compiler analyses, they can be
extended to export results of non-standard compiler analyses. A tool writer who develops a custom
compiler analysis for a hybrid tool can extend CSI properties to convey the results of her custom
analysis.
Forensic tables
In addition to properties, CSI passes information known at compile time through its forensic
tables. The forensic tables map CSI ID’s to static information associated with the instrumented IR
objects. CSI encapsulates the tables with a set of accessor functions, which allow the tool writer to
map IR objects to their source-code locations, such as line numbers and containing file name, and
to relate IR objects to each other, such as which basic block contains a given instrumented load and
which loads are contained in a basic block.
Status of the API
At the time of publication, CSI identifies the six categories of IR objects described in this section. We have observed that this API is sufficient to build a variety of dynamic-analysis tools.
Section 4 describes the six demonstration CSI tools that we have built already. In addition to these
demonstration tools, we have observed that the CSI API suffices to implement other tools we have
found in the literature, including the Picon tool for analyzing control-flow integrity [13] and a
machine-architecture-independent version of the Loca cache-simulator tool [16].
Nevertheless, we expect that future versions of CSI will identify and instrument additional
categories of IR objects. For example, the CSI API does not currently instrument atomic operations
or stack allocations for local variables. Such instrumentation would allow more elaborate race
detectors and memory checkers to be implemented as CSI-tools. Furthermore, mainstream compiler
IR’s have historically grown over time to incorporate additional features. As support for new
features proliferates across mainstream compiler IR’s, we anticipate that the CSI API may grow to
provide instrumentation facilities for these new features.
4.

Evaluation

This section studies the efficacy of the CSI approach and the efficiency of CSI-tools in practice.
We implemented the CSI:LLVM compiler using version 3.9 of the LLVM compiler and its linktime-optimization (LTO) capability. We implemented six demonstration CSI-tools, which perform
a variety of dynamic analyses. We measured the performance of these tools on two real-world
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Fig. 8. Description of the six demonstration CSI-tools. Each row corresponds to a different CSI-tool. Column
Tool gives the name of the CSI-tool, and column Description gives a brief description of that CSI-tool. The
remaining columns, Func. entry through Forensic tables, correspond to different features of the CSI API that a
tool can use. The columns Func. entry, Func. exit, Basic block, Call, Load, and Store identify whether a tool
implements IR-object hooks of the corresponding category. Column CSI ID’s identifies whether a tool uses
CSI ID’s. Column Prop.’s identifies whether a tool uses a CSI property. Column Forensic tables identifies
whether a tool uses a forensic table. A checkmark indicates that the CSI tool uses a particular IR-object hook
or API feature in a nontrivial manner for collecting or reporting its analysis.

application benchmarks. This section presents an overview of these demonstration CSI-tools and
their empirical performance using CSI:LLVM. Section 5 describes the design of CSI:LLVM.
In summary, we found that many CSI-tools exhibit low overheads, slowing down the execution of
the program-under-test by less than 70%. We identified two general sources of the good performance
of these CSI-tools: the simple tool designs enabled by CSI’s flat ID spaces, and the ability of CSI:LLVM
to optimize the program’s instrumentation with standard compiler optimizations. We also compared
the CSI approach to that of developing custom compiler instrumentation through a case study with
Google’s ThreadSanitizer tool [56]. We found that CSI-TSan achieves most of the functionality with
only about 20% more overhead than ThreadSanitizer, even though ThreadSanitizer uses custom
compiler instrumentation to perform tool-specific analyses and optimizations.
Figure 8 describes the six demonstration CSI-tools and documents the IR-object hooks and CSI
API features that each tool uses. As Figure 8 shows, these CSI-tools perform a variety of dynamic
analyses, including code-coverage analysis, performance profiling, call-graph generation, and race
detection. Each tool performs its analysis using a subset of CSI’s IR-object hooks and other key
features. Together, these tools make use of all four of the key features of the CSI API, including all
categories of IR-object hooks. The current version of the CSI API thus already supports a variety of
dynamic-analysis tools, and we anticipate that this variety of supported dynamic-analysis tools
will grow as future versions of the API become more comprehensive.
Experimental setup
We evaluated the performance overhead of the demonstration CSI tools by instrumenting two
real-world applications: the Apache HTTP server (version 2.4.23) and the bzip2 data compressor.
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The SLOCcount tool [73] counts 298,044 source lines of C code for Apache and 5,820 lines of C
for bzip2. The Apache benchmark employs dynamic linking and multithreading and is largely I/O
bound. We used the Apache benchmark harness from the ThreadSanitizer repository [2] to issue
300,000 connections with a concurrency level of 20 (meaning that up to 20 simultaneous requests
may be issued). The benchmark harness then reports a total runtime and a mean measurement of
the number of requests handled per second. The bzip2 benchmark uses static linking and is single
threaded. We verified that bzip2 is primarily compute bound. The bzip2 benchmark compresses a
38MB tar archive of the Apache source tree at the highest/slowest compression setting.
To handle the Apache benchmark, all of the demonstration CSI-tools were made thread-safe.
The CSI-TSan tool uses the ThreadSanitizer runtime [56] to achieve thread-safety. The remaining
tools achieve thread-safety by recording and reporting all of their results on a per-thread basis. In
particular, these tools use runtime library interpositioning [8, Chapter 7.13] of the pthread_create
routine [25] and thread-local storage to record per-thread results. The thread-local storage is
initialized using CSI’s function-entry hook. Although CSI-tools can in principle perform more
complex aggregation of thread-local results, we adopted this simple approach to making the
demonstration CSI-tools thread-safe in order to measure the performance overhead of the CSI
framework, as distinct from the overheads due to interthread communication and synchronization.
We compiled all benchmarks and tools using our CSI:LLVM compiler, which is based on version
3.9 of LLVM and Clang. We used the gold linker [65] from GNU Binutils [22] and LLVM’s linktime optimizer [42] for all static linking of instrumented and uninstrumented programs. Each
CSI-tool was compiled with -O3 optimization. Each benchmark was compiled with and without
instrumentation. To compile the uninstrumented benchmark, we only changed the benchmark’s
default compilation process to use our CSI:LLVM compiler and LTO, leaving all other compilation
and linking parameters unchanged. To compile an instrumented version, each benchmark was
compiled with CSI enabled and then statically linked with a CSI-tool.
Although compiling and linking a program with LTO often improves the running time of that
program, we found that LTO had a minimal effect on the running time of these two benchmarks.
The uninstrumented version of bzip2, compiled with LTO, ran 2% slower than compiling bzip2 in
the ordinary fashion without LTO. Meanwhile, the uninstrumented version of Apache, compiled
with LTO, ran 1% faster than Apache compiled without LTO.
For each instrumented and uninstrumented benchmark executable, we ran the executable 5
times and recorded the minimum running time.6 All experiments were run on an Amazon AWS
c4.8xlarge spot instance, which is a dual-socket Intel Xeon E5-2666 v3 system with a total of
60 GiB of memory. Each Xeon is a 2.9 GHz 18-core CPU with a shared 25 MiB L3-cache. Each core
has a 32 KiB private L1-data-cache and a 256 KiB private L2-cache. The system was “quiesced”
to permit careful measurements by turning off Turbo Boost, dvfs, hyperthreading, extraneous
interrupts, etc.
Performance of the demonstration CSI-tools
Figure 9 presents the empirical performance overhead of the demonstration CSI-tools on the
benchmark applications. As the figure shows, with the exception of CSI-TSan, all of the demonstration CSI-tools exhibit less than 1.7× slowdown when instrumenting the benchmark programs.
Furthermore, half of the measured slowdowns incurred by CSI-tools are less than 1.2×.
CSI-TSan exhibits relatively high overheads compared to the other demonstration CSI-tools. This
overhead is due in large part to the overhead of the ThreadSanitizer runtime, rather than the CSI
framework itself. Figure 10 presents the performance of ThreadSanitizer and of CSI-TSan on the
6 Because

the benchmarks are deterministic, the minimum running time minimizes the effect of external system noise.
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Fig. 9. Performance overhead for six demonstration CSI-tools, described in Figure 8, on the bzip2 and Apache
benchmark applications. Each row corresponds to a benchmark application, and each column corresponds to
a CSI-tool. Each value is the ratio of the running time of the application instrumented with the specified tool
divided by the running time of the application with no instrumentation. Each running time was taken as the
minimum of 5 runs on the test machine, a “quiesced” Amazon AWS c4.8xlarge spot instance.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of performance overheads for Google’s ThreadSanitizer [56], CSI-TSan without properties,
and CSI-TSan with properties.

application benchmarks. As Figure 10 shows, CSI-TSan slows down the execution of the benchmark
applications by less than 1.2 times the slow down of Google’s ThreadSanitizer tool [56]. We shall
compare CSI-TSan to Google’s ThreadSanitizer tool more closely at the end of this section.
We identified four reasons why CSI-tools exhibit good performance overheads. One reason has
to do with the simple data structures enabled by CSI flat ID spaces. The other three have to do
with the ability of CSI:LLVM to apply standard compiler optimizations to optimize a CSI-tool’s
instrumentation when producing the TIX. We discuss each of these reasons in turn and explore
their effects through case studies.
Performance impact of CSI ID’s
CSI’s flat and compact CSI ID spaces improve the efficiency of CSI-tools. As Figure 8 shows, three
of the demonstration CSI-tools use CSI ID’s in nontrivial ways. The CSI-cov tool uses CSI ID’s
to index a flat array of basic-block data, and both CSI-prof and CSI-cgg use CSI ID’s to index flat
arrays of function data. Not only do CSI ID’s simplify the codebases of these three tools, but they
also confer performance benefits.
We explored the performance benefits of CSI ID’s through a case study involving CSI-cov. Without
the ability to use a flat array indexed by a CSI ID, a natural alternative is to use a hash table, where
each function or basic block is mapped to data by hashing the memory address of its entry point.
We compared the performance of CSI-cov to this alternative design on the application benchmarks.
For the hashing approach, we sized the hash table optimally for each benchmark and used the fast
multiplicative hash function from [12, Sec. 11.3.2]. The hashing approach consistently doubled the
runtime overhead of the CSI-cov tool, slowing down the runtime of the Apache benchmark from
1.03× with CSI to 1.09× with hashing, and slowing down the runtime of bzip2 from 1.65× with CSI
to 3.37× with hashing. The hashing approach also lacks a mechanism for identifying which basic
blocks were never executed, which CSI-cov finds trivially.
Zero-cost null hooks
The performance overhead of the CSI-null tool, presented in Figure 9, demonstrates that null hooks
in a CSI-tool have essentially zero cost. (The 1% overhead recorded for the Apache benchmark falls
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within measurement noise.) The CSI-null tool consists entirely of null hooks: each hook simply
returns without examining its arguments. CSI:LLVM is robust enough to recognize null hooks as
dead code and elide them all. CSI:LLVM thus produces a TIX that is as efficient as if the hooks were
never inserted in the first place.
This capability of CSI:LLVM applies even when CSI instruments dynamically linked libraries. For
the Apache benchmark, compiling the benchmark produces several libraries that are dynamically
linked with the Apache executable. When the Apache benchmark is instrumented with a CSI-tool,
all of these libraries are instrumented as well. Nevertheless, CSI:LLVM’s optimization capabilities
are robust enough to elide null hooks from the dynamic libraries.
Because null hooks incur zero cost in CSI-tools, the CSI-null tool plays an important role in the
implementation of the CSI framework, as Section 5 describes.

CSI:LLVM’s optimization of TIX’s
The low overheads of the CSI-tools stems from the ability of CSI:LLVM to perform standard compiler
optimizations on a TIX. For many tools, CSI:LLVM is able to inline [1, p. 903] the implementation
of a hook at each point the hook is called. After inlining, CSI:LLVM can then perform the full suite
of standard compiler optimizations on the instrumentation.
CSI-memop illustrates the power of CSI:LLVM to optimize instrumentation. The CSI-memop tool
counts the loads and stores incurred during the execution of a program-under-test by incrementing
a counter whenever a load or store occurs. Although the CSI-memop tool appears to perform
an operation at each load or store instruction, CSI:LLVM often optimizes much of the tool’s
instrumentation. For example, if there are multiple loads or stores within the same basic block,
CSI:LLVM replaces the tool’s many counter-increment operations within the basic block with a
single addition to the counter. Furthermore, if loads and stores occur within a loop and CSI:LLVM
can infer the loop bounds, then CSI:LLVM hoists the CSI-memop operations outside of the loop
using loop-invariant code motion. As a result, CSI-memop exhibits very low overheads, as Figure 9
shows.

Constant-folding of properties
CSI:LLVM is further able to optimize CSI tools by constant-folding [1, p. 536] properties into an
inlined CSI instrumentation hook. We studied the performance benefits of properties by comparing
two different versions of the CSI-TSan tool. The first version does not use properties and simply
instruments every load and store in the program-under-test as an unaligned access to memory. The
second version uses properties to refine the instrumentation to ignore loads and stores that cannot
participate in a race, to differentiate memory accesses by their alignment, and to differentiate
accesses to virtual table from other memory accesses.
Figure 10 presents the performance of these two versions of the CSI-TSan tool, compared to
the performance of the Google’s original ThreadSanitizer tool [56], which uses custom compiler
instrumentation. As Figure 10 shows, the performance of CSI-TSan benefits substantially from
the use of properties. In particular, the implementation of CSI-TSan that does not use properties
incurs 1.4–1.5 times the slow down of Google’s ThreadSanitizer tool on the application benchmarks.
Meanwhile, the implementation of CSI-TSan that uses properties incurs less than 1.2 times the
slow down of ThreadSanitizer. This performance improvement comes from the ability of CSI:LLVM
to optimize away the checks and computation involving properties in CSI-TSan, leaving minimal,
tailored instrumentation code around loads and stores.
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Comparison of CSI-TSan with Google’s ThreadSanitizer
We compared the CSI approach to that of implementing custom compiler instrumentation through a
case study involving Google’s ThreadSanitizer tool [56]. ThreadSanitizer performs race detection by
instrumenting every load and store and intercepting calls to pthread functions, such as accesses to
condition variables [25]. ThreadSanitizer also supports features beyond its core data-race-detection
capability. For example, ThreadSanitizer allows the tool user to manually suppress race reports
related to parts of the program-under-test, either by annotating individual functions or blacklisting
entire files [11]. Furthermore, compiling a program to use ThreadSanitizer will disable some of
LLVM’s optimizations that can introduce apparent races into a program.
The implementation of ThreadSanitizer in LLVM employs many of the capabilities of custom
compiler instrumentation. The ThreadSanitizer tool has two primary components: a compiler pass
and a runtime library. The compiler pass inserts calls to the ThreadSanitizer runtime library at
every memory access and at the entry and exit points of functions. The compiler pass itself uses
both standard and tool-specific compiler analyses to optimize the instrumentation. To allow tool
users to suppress race reports and to disable LLVM optimizations when ThreadSanitizer is being
used, the compiler pass also adds tool-specific annotations throughout the IR that other LLVM
optimizations have been modified to respect. The compiler modifications for ThreadSanitizer include
a 500-line compiler pass plus additional changes scattered throughout LLVM’s 2.5-million-line
codebase. To produce race reports that relate races to the source code of the program-under-test, the
ThreadSanitizer runtime library manages debugging information in a custom fashion. Specifically,
the runtime library selectively ignores debugging information associated with ThreadSanitizer’s
compiler instrumentation.
In contrast to Google’s ThreadSanitizer custom compiler modifications, CSI-TSan only uses
the CSI framework to instrument a program with calls into the ThreadSanitizer runtime library.
CSI-TSan is a relatively simple 100-line C library that implements CSI hooks for function entries,
function exits, loads, and stores. These hooks implement calls to the ThreadSanitizer runtime. For
the load and store hooks, these calls are predicated on certain property values. To satisfy the API
of the ThreadSanitizer runtime library, CSI-TSan passes the addresses of functions and load and
store instructions to the ThreadSanitizer runtime-library functions it calls. (We have not modified
the ThreadSanitizer runtime library to use CSI ID’s or forensic tables for debugging information.)
CSI-TSan makes no use of tool-specific compiler analyses to optimize the instrumentation.
Despite its relatively modest implementation, CSI-TSan achieves much of the functionality of
Google’s ThreadSanitizer. CSI-TSan passes 90% of the 280 ThreadSanitizer regression tests. There
appear to be four general reasons why CSI-TSan fails the remaining 10% of the tests.
• CSI-TSan misses races involving atomic operations that ThreadSanitizer can detect, because the
CSI API does not currently instrument atomic operations.
• CSI-TSan reports races that are precluded by a happens-before relation [36], which ThreadSanitizer checks for using ThreadSanitizer-specific compiler analysis.
• CSI-Tsan does not implement ThreadSanitizer’s mechanisms for manually suppressing race
reports.
• The ThreadSanitizer runtime library has not been modified to ignore debugging symbols associated with CSI’s instrumentation hooks.
We believe that rectifying these shortcomings would not affect the performance of CSI-TSan unduly.
The approximately 20% overhead that CSI-Tsan pays compared to ThreadSanitizer seems like a
reasonable price for allowing such a tool to operate as a library with no custom modifications to
the compiler.
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Fig. 11. The build architecture of CSI:LLVM. Rounded rectangles distinguish the concerns of the tool user, the
tool writer, and the CSI-provided libraries. The boxes indicate compiler and linker actions. The “document”
shapes represent code in some form.

5.

CSI:LLVM

This section describes CSI:LLVM, our implementation of CSI in LLVM version 3.9 using LTO.
We review how LLVM compiles a program with LTO, and we describe how CSI:LLVM employs
LTO to overcome apparent overheads of the CSI’s brute-force approach to instrumentation. We
describe how CSI-tools are compiled and linked and how CSI:LLVM implements CSI’s features,
including the flat ID spaces for CSI ID’s. We describe an alternative design of CSI that uses ordinary
compile-time optimization instead of LTO.
Build architecture
To understand how CSI:LLVM works, let us first review how LLVM compiles a program with LTO.
During the compilation stage of a program, LLVM separately compiles each translation unit into
LLVM IR. The compilation stage supports many platform-independent intra-unit (within a single
unit) analyses and transformations over the LLVM IR. When LTO is enabled, at the end of the
compilation stage, LLVM produces a bitcode file for the compiled unit — a compact on-disk binary
representation interchangeable with LLVM IR — rather than a native object file. The bitcode files
carry all the information and metadata produced by the compiler analyses during the compilation
stage, which allows further analysis and transformation during the subsequent static-linking
stage, when LTO is invoked.
CSI:LLVM is implemented within the LLVM compiler as two components: a CSI compile pass
and a CSI runtime. Broadly, the compile pass inserts calls to the hooks, and the runtime aggregates
the data necessary to establish CSI ID’s and construct the forensic tables. Figure 11 portrays the
entire process of translating program and tool source into a TIX.
As Figure 11 shows, the CSI compile pass is inserted as an additional compiler pass at the end of
the compilation stage, immediately before the generation of the bitcode file. Thus, instrumentation
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is inserted after all intra-unit compiler optimizations, meaning CSI instruments the optimized
program code. Although this design allows CSI to instrument optimized programs, the ramifications
are salient. For instance, if a function call is inlined at a particular call site, the __csi_func_entry
and __csi_func_exit hooks will not be instrumented for the function instance invoked at that
particular call site. Thus, CSI:LLVM should be viewed as instrumenting the compiled code, not the
source code.
The CSI compile pass is implemented as an LLVM module pass [43]. For each function body, it
inserts calls to the appropriate hooks at the designated points within the IR. For properties, the
compiler performs any analysis necessary to provide the property argument for the appropriate
hooks in the generated IR. As Section 4 describes, because property values are compile-time
constants, LTO can eliminate conditional tests involving properties using its optimization pass to
perform constant-folding and propagation. In addition, the CSI compile pass inserts a call to the
CSI runtime’s unit initialization function, __csirt_unit_init, by prepending the function to the
unit’s global constructor list, thereby ensuring that unit initialization occurs before execution of
the TIX’s main function or any other global constructors.
From the point of view of the tool writer, CSI:LLVM works as follows. The tool writer defines
relevant hooks for her CSI-tool, and then she statically links her tool with the null tool. The hooks
defined in the null tool are all exported as weak symbols [8, p. 680],7 while the implemented
hooks in her CSI-tool are exported as strong symbols. Linking these two tools thus produces a
null-default CSI-tool, in which the strong symbols defined in the tool writer’s CSI-tool override
the corresponding symbols in the null tool, but for hooks not defined in the tool writer’s CSI-tool,
the null-hook definition defaults. When a tool user statically links a null-default CSI-tool with his
program-under-test, LTO automatically elides calls to null hooks during its optimization pass.
Flat ID spaces
To enable flat ID spaces, CSI must keep track of the total counts of IR objects in the programunder-test. A compile-time-only strategy does not suffice, because each unit involved in the
program-under-test can be compiled separately. Furthermore, these counts cannot be determined
at static-link time, because some units of the program might be dynamically linked. Thus, CSI
implements its flat ID spaces using a compile pass together with a lightweight runtime library.
Conceptually, CSI assigns an interval of the ID space to each unit, but the starting point of the
interval is unknown until runtime. For each unit, the CSI compile pass statically assigns unit-local
ID’s to IR objects and inserts a static global variable for each category that keeps track of the “base”
of the ID’s (i.e., the start of the interval) for that category. The CSI compile pass also provides the
counts of IR objects of each category found in the unit as an argument to __csirt_unit_init.
The runtime library aggregates these counts across units in the program-under-test. As each unit
loads during execution, the runtime initializes the base variables in the unit using the aggregated
counts when the unit loads, before updating its aggregated counts. The CSI ID for an IR object is
thus obtained by summing the base with its unit-local ID.
For example, to assign ID’s to basic blocks, the CSI compile pass statically numbers the m basic
blocks in a unit with local ID values 0, 1, . . . , m − 1, and it inserts a static global variable bb_base
into the unit. When the unit is initialized, the CSI runtime sets bb_base to the number n of basic
blocks in units that have already been initialized. The ID of a basic block in the unit is the sum of
bb_base plus that basic block’s local ID.

7 Specifically,

a weak_odr symbol in LLVM terminology [41].
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Function ID’s for called functions
Call-site hooks complicate the implementation of CSI ID’s for functions. A call-site hook takes as
a parameter the CSI ID of the callee, or UNKNOWN_CSI_ID if the callee cannot be determined. The
standard scheme for maintaining CSI ID’s does not ensure that the ID of a called function can be
passed to a call-site hook. In particular, if unit A contains a call to a function in unit B and A is
initialized before B, then the ID of the callee is not known when A is initialized.
To resolve this issue, the CSI compile pass generates a global weak symbol for each function
defined or called in the unit. These symbols are initialized to UNKNOWN_CSI_ID. When the unit is
initialized, __csirt_unit_init sets the value of the symbol for each function defined in the unit
to that function’s ID. Each call-site hook (for a direct call) is passed the symbol of its callee. If the
callee is instrumented, then its symbol is guaranteed to be initialized when the unit defining the
callee is loaded, which must occur before this call instruction calls the callee. Although multiple
units might define a symbol for the same function, because these symbols are weak, only one
symbol will survive for each function.
Forensic tables
To aggregate data for the forensic tables, CSI implements a strategy similar to its strategy for
maintaining implementing falt ID spaces. The CSI pass generates unit-local tables for the unit being
compiled. The pointers to the unit-local tables are passed as arguments to __csirt_unit_init.
Then __csirt_unit_init aggregates them into a global table indexed by CSI ID’s at runtime.
CSI using compile-time optimization (CTO)
An alternative design of CSI:LLVM could use ordinary compile-time optimization (CTO) instead of
LTO. Although we have not implemented a complete system for CSI using CTO, we have tested
components of its design and verified their ability to optimize CSI instrumentation as effectively as
LTO.
A CTO-based implementation of CSI would differ from the LTO-based design of CSI:LLVM as
follows. Rather than pass the null-default CSI-tool as an input to the static linker, the CSI-tool
would be passed as input to each invocation of the CSI compile pass during the compilation stage.
The CSI compile pass would then insert the symbols defined in the CSI-tool into the compiled
unit’s bitcode, in addition to inserting calls to those hooks. During this process, the CSI compile
pass could avoid inserting calls to any null hooks in the CSI-tool. Further compiler optimization
of the inserted instrumentation, including constant-folding of properties, could be performed in
the compilation stage after the CSI compile pass finishes. As a result, a CTO-based design could
perform all of CSI:LLVM’s optimizations on inserted instrumentation.
One technical issue with the CTO-based approach is that the separate unit bitcodes produced by
the compilation stage would each contain their own definitions of the CSI-tool’s symbols. Although
these definitions would be identical, the static-linking stage would observe multiple definitions of
the same symbol, which could cause it to produce an error. To avoid this issue, the CSI compile pass
would mark each of the CSI-tool’s symbols as weak_odr [41] to indicate to the static-linking stage
that all definitions of any particular CSI-tool symbol are identical. This design would therefore
require the tool user to ensure that, when building the TIX, every invocation of the CSI pass uses
the same CSI-tool and that the static-linking stage only links together units compiled with the
same CSI-tool.
We chose to implement CSI:LLVM using LTO due to the simplicity of the LTO-based design.
In our own tests, we have not encountered problems using LTO, and we have found that LTO is
robust in its ability to optimize CSI instrumentation. Other research has discovered problems with
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compiling some applications using LTO [34]. Although improved implementations of LTO are
being developed [34], this CTO-based design for CSI removes any reliance CSI might have on LTO
to overcome overheads. Implementing a complete CSI system based on CTO is a topic of future
work.
6.

Related work

This section surveys related work on program instrumentation and support for compiler modifications. Much of the related work on program instrumentation focuses on binary instrumentation
and bytecode instrumentation. CSI, meanwhile, addresses a problem with compiler instrumentation,
an alternative to both of these. The related work on compiler modifications, meanwhile, focuses on
providing support for modifying a particular open-source compiler. In contrast, from the point of
view of the tool writer and tool user, the CSI API is largely compiler-agnostic, presenting hooks for
IR objects and static-analysis features that are common across mainstream compiler IR’s.
A popular alternative to compiler instrumentation is binary instrumentation (e.g., [6, 15, 37,
44, 48, 51, 58, 59]), which works by directly modifying the binary executable of the program-undertest to incorporate instrumentation code. To handle the task of modifying a binary, tool writers
generally employ a binary-instrumentation framework, such as Pin [44], DynamoRIO [6], Valgrind
[48], or DynInst [4, 9].
Binary instrumentation has several advantages and disadvantages compared to compiler instrumentation. Binary instrumentation targets a lower-level representation of the program-under-test
than the compiler’s IR, which can be more appropriate for some tools and less appropriate for others.
For example, tools based on binary instrumentation observe all memory loads and stores, including
those due to register spills, but have trouble distinguishing loads and stores due to register spills
from those to local variables on the stack [54]. Furthermore, whereas compiler instrumentation
requires the program-under-test to be recompiled, binary instrumentation avoids this requirement
by modifying the binary directly. Binary instrumentation can thus be applied to third-party libraries,
for which the tool user might only have the executable binary, whereas compiler instrumentation cannot be applied. On the other hand, inserting instrumentation into a binary often requires
significant bookkeeping, for example, to relocate portions of the program-under-test and to save
and restore register state around instrumentation code. As a result, binary-instrumentation-based
analysis tools can slow down a program significantly [4, 68]. Furthermore, binary-instrumentation
frameworks vary in their ability to analyze and optimize program instrumentation. As a result,
some frameworks, such as Pin [31], rely on the tool writer to implement basic optimizations on
program instrumentation by hand. In contrast, the default optimization capabilities in a mainstream
compiler can readily perform these basic optimizations on program instrumentation as well as
more complicated optimizations, as discussed in Section 4. Tools based on compiler instrumentation
thus tend to exhibit lower performance overheads compared to their binary-instrumentation-based
counterparts [54, 56]. The version of Google’s ThreadSanitizer that is based on compiler instrumentation outperforms the version based on Valgrind’s binary instrumentation by 1.7×–2.9× on
big tests [56].
Because binary instrumentation and compiler instrumentation each come with their own advantages and disadvantages, hybrid approaches have been proposed [54]. In particular, a hybrid
approach would use compiler instrumentation to instrument parts of a program-under-test that
can be recompiled and then use binary instrumentation for the remaining parts of the program,
including third-party libraries. A hybrid approach could thereby enjoy the benefits of both compiler
instrumentation and binary instrumentation. Because CSI provides a framework for tools based
on compiler instrumentation, a tool writer could similarly explore a hybrid approach to writing
her tool that combines CSI with binary instrumentation. Such a combination would allow the
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tool writer to simplify the implementation of the compiler-instrumentation portion of the hybrid
approach and to take advantage of CSI’s key features without reimplementing them herself.
Many frameworks have been developed for bytecode instrumentation [5, 7, 14, 39, 45, 49, 69, 74].
These frameworks are tied to the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), even though the JVM itself is designed
to be platform independent.
Meanwhile, dynamic-analysis tools that use compiler instrumentation, such as [20, 26, 28, 33, 40,
47, 53–55, 75], are generally implemented by making tool-specific modifications to the compiler.
Few general compiler-instrumentation frameworks extend beyond tool-specific instrumentation.
Two exceptions are SASSI [63], a low-level assembly-language instrumentation tool for GPU’s,
and TAU [57], which focuses on instrumenting high-level C++ language features. Both exhibit a
different focus from CSI, requiring users to insert source commands to instruct the compiler what
to instrument. In contrast, the CSI pass inserts instrumentation hooks throughout the compiler’s
IR by default.
Some work has been done to simplify the process of augmenting the functionality of a mainstream
compiler. LLVM, Clang, and GCC all support a mechanism for loading modules, or plugins, into the
compiler to augment its functionality [24, 43, 66]. MELT [62] builds upon GCC’s plugin facility to
provide a domain-specific language to simplify the development of GCC extensions. Tool writers
can therefore use these plugin mechanisms to distribute custom compiler modifications. But the
API for a plugin is closely tied to internals of the target compiler. As a result, to write a plugin, tool
writers still require mastery of the internals of a particular compiler, and tool writers must maintain
their compiler modifications through changes to the compiler codebase. Similarly, implementing an
extension to GCC using MELT still requires familiarity with GCC’s internal structures. In contrast,
CSI allows tool writers to implement dynamic-analysis tools that use compiler instrumentation
without familiarity with any particular compiler’s codebase.
7.

Conclusion

CSI supports the rapid development of high-performing compiler-based dynamic-analysis software tools. We have implemented CSI in the LLVM compiler and demonstrated its efficacy through
six example tools. We are optimistic that CSI — or at least the concepts of CSI — will be adopted
by compiler communities to enable the development of a wide range of tools. We hope that tool
writers will give us feedback on how best to enrich CSI with additional features while keeping
the API simple and minimal. We have made the source code for CSI:LLVM publicly available at
https://github.com/csi-llvm under a liberal open-source license, so that the LLVM community can
share in the evolution of the instrumentation framework.
We conclude by discussing some limitations of the current version of CSI.
The decision to instrument the IR and not the front or back end might lead to a misunderstanding
of results gathered by a CSI tool. For example, loads and stores created during machine code
generation (which occurs after IR generation) are not instrumented. This scenario occurs during
register allocation whenever a register must be spilled to the stack using load and store machine
instructions. These memory operations cannot be instrumented in the current implementation of
CSI:LLVM.
CSI effectively instruments optimized program code, which is not necessarily appropriate for all
tools. For example, if a compiler optimization replaces a conditional branch with an unconditional
branchless implementation, then a code-coverage tool that records the execution of basic blocks
cannot tell whether a program execution covered both branches of the condition. With CSI:LLVM’s
LTO-based design, tool-users can work around this limitation by reducing the optimization level
used during the compilation stage. As long as compiler optimizations are still applied during
the static-linking stage via LTO, CSI:LLVM can still optimize program instrumentation within a
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TIX. More flexible solutions to this limitation, including solutions that work with a CTO-based
implementation of CSI, are a topic of future work.
The existing CSI framework is limited to instrumenting a program with just one CSI-tool at a
time. In our experience we have not found this limitation to be problematic because tool users
typically run just one dynamic-analysis tool at a time. One reason that tool users avoid running
multiple tools simultaneously is to avoid compounding the performance overheads associated
with each tool, which can lead to unacceptable runtime slowdowns or significant perturbations
of the analysis results. To achieve the effect today of running multiple CSI-tools simultaneously
on the same program, a tool writer can write a single tool containing the instrumentations for all
component tools.
Finally, the API that CSI:LLVM implements is missing some features. The API currently lacks
instrumentation hooks for some IR objects, such as atomic operations and exception-handling
code. The API also provides limited support for ensuring the thread-safety of a tool. Currently,
tool writers must implement thread-safety themselves, using thread-local storage and function
interpositioning. We plan to add support for these features in the future, as the CSI API grows more
comprehensive.
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